There is adventure in sound...

Beginning in 1984, and a fixture at Dragon*Con since the very first one in 1987, ARTC has been bringing quality, fully soundscaped audio drama to the Atlanta area with original stories and adaptations of authors including H. P. Lovecraft, Robert A. Heinlein, and our own Thomas E. Fuller, to fans from across the country and around the galaxy.

This is the "Theatre of the Mind," as practiced in the Golden Age of Radio. By combining today's modern technology and dramatic techniques with the oldest form of entertainment, the human imagination, you have the best seat in the house for the most vivid movie you will ever see.

If you enjoyed today's program...
The following titles are now available.
The invisible Man by H. G. Wells
Special Order by Henry Lee Forrest
The Passion of Frankenstein by Thomas E. Fuller

Order online at WWW.ARTC.ORG
Download from Audible.com

Want to hear more? Subscribe to our email group!
ARTC-subscribe@yahoogroups.com

Listen to the ARTC live performance archives on our podcast!
PODCAST.ARTC.ORG

Atlanta Radio Theatre Company
3577-A Chamblee Tucker Rd. #189
Atlanta, GA 30341-4409
WWW.ARTC.ORG

Atlanta Radio Theatre Company
WWW.ARTC.ORG

TALES OF UNREALITY

Featuring...

The Shadow of the Gargoyle
by Katherine Kurtz, adapted for audio by Daniel Taylor

And...

Haunter Hunters
by Thomas Berry

With...

Rory Rammer, Space Marshal:
The Atomic Graveyard
by Ron N. Butler

Saturday, July 12, 2008
9:00pm
LibertyCon 21
Additional material written and performed by Daniel Taylor.

**The National Endowment for Space Art**
by Ron N. Butler
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WikiHistory by Desmond Warzel
Adapted for audio by Ron N. Butler
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**The Gargoyle’s Shadow** by Katherine Kurtz
Adapted for audio by Daniel Taylor
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Rory Rammer, Space Marshal in...

**The Atomic Graveyard** by Ron N. Butler
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**Haunter Hunters** by Thomas Berry
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Producer and Director, William Alan Ritch.
Floor Manager, Lori Emerson.
Sound engineer, Bob Zimmerman.
Live Foley artists, Rachel Bowman, Jeff Baskin, Neil Butler
Recorded effects provided by Henry Howard and Audio Craft Studio.

Additional sound effects gathered by
Alton Leonard and Naaman Taylor.
Music composed and performed by Brad Weage.